November 2018

FROM THE EAST

consuming service they provide the members of
this Lodge!
I’m thankful for past Steward Billy Lieck and
current Steward Bubba Peel! Good meals make
great lodges and they’ve done their share in the
quarries to make our Lodge awesome!

Gree ngs from the East!
October was super busy and your lodge broke
records with the fall fundraiser! Awesome job! A
huge THANK YOU to those who sold ckets, cooked,
smoked, served & cleaned up! Come to the November stated to hear details!
November is when we are to be “thankful”. I
am thankful for those who came before me in Masonry! I am thankful that this Lodge felt I was worthy to
step in and serve a second me as Master! A rare
honor to be selected once, but it is a humbling andweighty responsibility to serve a second me!
I’m thankful for Brothers like Gary Bausell &
Abb Kestler, who quietly perform their du es for our
Lodge as Secretary & Treasurer-respec vely. You
rarely hear about the extremely valuable and me

I’m thankful for the increased a endance in
Lodge and appreciate each Brother who takes me
to a end Lodge!
Thanks to Bob Easterling and his leadership
on our “Christmas for the Troops” campaign! He
MUST have each Brother’s help to pull this gigan c
undertaking to success!
Lastly, I’m thankful for the wives of our
Brethren who let us be good Masons, come to
Lodge and help out on lodge ac vi es-most especially my lovely, gracious wife-Karen!
Have a Blessed Thanksgiving!
Peace and Harmony to all!

Jonathan Cluck
Master

Brethren,
By the time you read this message, our Christmas for Soldiers 2018 project will have been
active for over a month. We are trying to support 2,500 troops this year with comfort items and
cards for Christmas. This is a huge effort on the part of our lodge, and the expense is enormous.
Although our community is supporting our effort, it is not going to be enough by a long shot.
We are doing all we can to get additional support at corporate levels, but, so far, little help has
been granted. We will send care packages to as many troops as we can, but we want to support
our goal and send care packages to the 2,200 troops in Iraq and the region.
We need your help with any nancial support you can lend. If you want to help out, send your
donations to the lodge and mark you checks in the memo are “Soldier Christmas”. We have a
deadline of December 3, 2018, to have everything purchased for packaging, wrapping and
shipping.
Fraternally,
Bob Easterling, PM
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FROM THE WEST

Hello Brethren,
As I am sure all of us do, I was thinking about the symbolism of Masonry. One which has always been repeatedly
thought was that of the skull and cross bones. While researching the subject matter I came across an article located at
www.midnightfreemasons.org. This was such a good article, I
wanted to share it with you as it is so eloquently written. The
article reads as follows with credit and reference to P.D. Newman- Symbol of the Skull and Crossbones: Labor to Refreshment Blog, One Minute Mason Blog, 3; Masonic Dictionary
“Skeleton” entry; 4; Mackey’s Masonic Encyclopedia “Skull” entry, 5; Mackey’s Masonic Encyclopedia “Skull and
Crossbones” entry.
“In the world of Masonry, there are many symbols which
represent various teachings in the Fraternity. One, however, is
continually employed by many much to the chagrin of countless persons and sovereign Masonic bodies. We are, of course,
referring to the skull & crossbones. In this short article, we’d
like to bring to the attention of the reader and anyone else who
may happen upon this article the tradition, antiquity and importance of this great symbol and to set the record straight for
those who see it in a way that is outside the definitions and
philosophical interpretations of Freemasonry.
Robert: In my years as a Mason, one symbol stands alone
as the most powerful, and not just because of its imagery. The
Skull & Crossbones is a stark symbol. It stops you in your
tracks and makes you notice it. It dares you to peruse it, to understand it. It does what it is supposed to do. It reminds you of
your own mortality. Countless times, I have worn a square and
compass pin with a skull in the middle in place of the American standard "G"(only adopted around 1717, mind you). And
when I have worn this or any other item emblazoned with this
image of a skull, a skull & crossbones, or any variation thereof,
I get the same response, "Rob, what's with the skull?"
My answer is usually, "It's one of the lessons of the first
degree and of the third.” The brothers always seem to give me
a halfcocked frown and say something like, "I don't know
about that.” It’s like a skipping record. It seems as though
those who take issue with the skull & crossbones being used,
largely in part, seem to replace the symbolism from what it is
in Freemasonry to what it means in either pop culture or their
religion. To be frank, I'm a little tired of it.
One of the larger areas in which brothers complain about
the use of the skull and crossbones is in the Chamber of Reflection. These Chambers of Reflection are widely used in
many lodges all around the world, and their effectiveness as a
tool in preparing the candidate has been extremely well documented. In place of a “prep room” they use the CoR. Chambers
of Reflection and Preparation Rooms are virtually the same
thing, like it or not, Brothers. The only difference is that a
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Chamber of Reflection has a system of quality control, it being
part of the ritual, that is. It isn't a dusty old broom closet you let
your candidate get dressed in. (“Take these garments and get
dressed, watch out for the paint cans.”)
Let's get real here for a moment, on the level. We have a
problem with them because they may be offensive to our particular religious sensibilities or are afraid that it will offend
someone else’s. If the latter is the case, then a root cause analysis would show poor education on the part of an individual
lodge, and ergo is the basis for banning the practice or having
an issue with the symbol. In the cases of sovereign Masonic
bodies having a posture against the use of the symbol, it only
solidifies our lack of confidence in the individual lodge to educate its candidates in the true symbolism we hold so dear. Either way, it’s a sad state of affairs.
And yet again, I will remind you, this isn't a “devil’s
room” or a “witch’s room” or anything that your “religious
eyes” are seeing. It's a Masonic room, with symbols designed
to make you think.
The skull’s imagery is quite antique. P.D. Newman writes
of the ritual of years long past where it is referred to as “The
Bone Box” which “holds the key or pass”, it describing the
skull as a box of bones or teeth and which has the pass because
it is represented by the human tongue. 1 Even in the oldest
“Operative” Masonic lodge ever discovered in Pompeii, Italy
which dates to circa 79 CE, was found a tile relief featuring…
wait for it…a skull. You can read all about it here. 2
Brothers, the skull and crossbones is not evil. I'm sorry
some of us feel this way. It is taught to you in the first degree
and overwhelmingly in the 3rd degree. If we've forgotten that,
perhaps we need to reread the lectures. It is the symbol of your
mortality,
Memento Mori
“Remember That You Have To Die”
Brian: Lately, the subject of the Square & Compass being
associated with a skull has been going around Masonic circles,
especially on social media. To my surprise and utter disbelief,
some sovereign Masonic bodies have actually issued statements that forbid the skull to be displayed with the Square &
Compass. Not to seem pompous or take myself off the level,
but I would have to suggest that these Brothers go back and
read up on some ritual, starting with the Entered Apprentice
degree.
According to some, displaying the Square & Compass
with a skull “gives the wrong impression” because “that is not
who we are”…
One of my closest Brothers had this to say: “Not understanding the Skull is like not understanding the Acacia.”
The Skull stands as a bastion in Masonry as a reminder that
death is ever imminent and should incite ones reflection of
their own life. The skull also relates to rebirth and as a reminder for spiritual reawakening. The crossed bones are added to
signify the pillars of the portico where man stands as he labors
in the quarry. To say that the skull is a misrepresentation of
Masonry is akin to saying that the company Apple is “evil”
because their logo happens to be an apple with a bite taken out
of it. Somehow the jump from an innocuous corporate logo to
Eve taking a bite from a forbidden fruit in the Garden of Eden
(Con nued on page 3)
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makes complete logical sense to some people.
I have to say, that every time I hear about some officer
getting his “jewels” in a bind over the Square & Compass and
a skull being displayed together, I get closer and closer to having it tattooed on the back of my hands. I already have them
tattooed on my arms. I would have to assume that there are
more people in the world that are allergic to bee stings than
would be offended or get the wrong idea about Masonry by
seeing a skull with the “lights”. Therefore, perhaps we should
remove the beehive from the ritual if we are looking to not be
“offensive” to anyone.
Another Brother, whom I have had several conversations
with, some on this very subject had this to say: “They tell you
to not disagree with those who do not think well of masonry,
uttering the "pearls before swine" stuff..... then they ban skulls
because someone who isn't a mason may not like it.”
Brothers, we cannot intend to make everyone happy. By
attempting to do so, we begin to cut and destroy the very fabric
that this Craft was built upon. We are what we are and our
symbols are what they are (and have been for hundreds of
years, if not thousands). I have no tolerance for opinionated
ignorance, especially when it comes to Freemasonry. From the
very onset of ones journey as an Entered Apprentice, we are
told that what is imparted within the degrees is a scratch on the
surface and we are charged to educate ourselves further. This is
yet another prime example of why we should, as a fraternity,
quit wasting time and dispense with the reading of the minutes.
More time and effort needs to be put into Masonic Education
and exploring the meaning of our symbols. Perhaps then, we
will not make such decisions in haste and further degrade the
things that make Masonry what I have known it to be since I
was eight years old.
Conclusion: Mackey's Masonic Encyclopedia has three
entries relating to the skull. The first being "The Skeleton",
which is simply a symbol for death used by the ancient Egyptians, which reminded them of mortality. 3 The second being
the "skull", which it says “The skull as a symbol is not used in
Freemasonry except in Masonic Templarism, where it is a
symbol of mortality.” 4 And the third mention is that of the
"skull and crossbones" which it defines as the following:
They are a symbol of mortality and death, and are so used
by heralds in funeral achievements. As the means of inciting
the mind to the contemplation of the most solemn subjects, the
skull and cross-bones are used in the Chamber of Reflection in
the French and Scottish Rites, and in all those Degrees where
that Chamber constitutes a part of the preliminary ceremonies
of initiation.
From this, we can say that it is indeed a fine symbol. A
UNIVERSAL symbol which has transcended ages, cultures
and languages. The symbol which reminds us that we can take
nothing with us, that in death all men are equal. It represents
that thing which is our transformation from this world to the
next. The Grand Leveler. It is effective. Perhaps this is why
some don't like it. It works so well, that it reminds us of our
own mortality, our equality in relation to the rest of humanity
and perhaps that hits just a little too close to home.”
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FROM THE SOUTH

Brethren,
I recently made a trip to Tombstone, Arizona with some friends, several of whom
were Masonic brothers. What a great me we had
visi ng the various sites, seeing the memorabilia and
photographs, the old buildings, and reconstruc ng in
our minds the events that led up to the historical occurrences that followed. A er a long fun ﬁlled weekend we made the trek back home.
Thinking back and reﬂec ng upon the experience
with these friends and more especially the ones that
were Masonic Brothers, I began to realize that the
bond we share as masons is a very special thing. At
that me in history (1880’s) people didn’t have the
modern distrac ons we have compe ng for their me
and interacted with each other more.
The more me we spent with each other the ghter our fraternal bond became and we discovered that
there are men you spend me with that may not be
masons but do display the values that we as masons
hold dear. We hope that the example we set will lead
them to become masons as well.
What an important thing it is for masons to meet
together to share these same values which unite us
into one common sacred band as a building is united
together into one common mass by a group of cra smen working toward a common goal.
See you in Lodge! Thank you,

Kyle Jackson
Junior Warden

Have a great week!

Ovidio Flores
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SECRETARY’S CORNER

Monday, November 19th, will be our November
Stated Meeting with Dinner starting at 6:30 PM,
Food and Fellowship last until 7:20 PM or so, and our
Stated Meeting starts at 7:30 PM. Come on and join
us! Several of our wives stay in the Banquet Room
during the meeting so bring your wife and/or other
family members and come to the dinner and meeting.

things are moving along at Kendall Lodge.
We had a new Petition for the Degrees, a Petition for
Affiliation, and a Petition for Advancement last month.
Two of our EA’s completed their proficiencies, had
Fellowcraft Degrees conferred on them, and are now
working toward their Master Mason’s Degrees.

Brethren…. If you have kind of got out of the habit of attending our lodge meetings, then come to this
month’s Stated Meeting and meet some new people.
Over the past few years we’ve picked up some great
people both going through the degrees and by affiliation. Why wait? There’s no time like the present.

Brethren…

This month we will be celebrating the holiday of Thanksgiving
with our families and our friends.
Let us not forget why this became a holiday and honor
it by giving thanks to that Great Architect of the Universe. May you all have a blessed day and safe travels.
Here are a few things to put on your calendar for November:
Don’t forget that this is the last full month of getting your donations to Kendall Lodge’s SOLIDER
CHRISTMAS 2018: FROM BOERNE TO THE
TROOPS to us. Don’t wait, bring them to the lodge
early. Volunteers will package them up in shoebox
size containers, case them for shipping, and we’ll have
them shipped to the 3rd Calvary Regiment normally
stationed at Fort Hood in Killeen, TX. They are now
deployed to Iraq. Let’s brighten up their Christmas
Holiday.

ALSO OF INTEREST TO PUT ON YOUR CALENDAR:

Nobles of Boerne Shrine Club and
families. Our Stated Meeting location for November will be held at Hungry Horse Restaurant on in
Boerne on Wednesday, November 14st. We meet at
6:00 PM for Fellowship and have a short business
meeting at 7:00 PM. If you are a Noble and don’t belong to the Boerne Shrine Club then come and eat
with us. You might want to join. If you’re a Master
Mason who is interested in the Shrine and our philanthropy, then come eat with us and we’ll tell you what
you have to do to join Alzafar Shrine and the Boerne
Shrine Club.
The M. C. Holman Masters, Wardens and Secretaries Association of the 51st Masonic District,
M:.W:. Grand Lodge of Texas will be DARK during the months of November and December. Our
next meeting will be on Wednesday, January 23rd,
2019 at Rising Star Lodge No. 429 in Center Point,
TX and you can come and join us. We have a light
meal at 6:30 PM and a short Business Meeting at 7:00
PM. All Masons, their wives, and other visitors are
welcome to attend.

We’re here and we always have something going on
that you can be a part of and make a difference.
Our Kendall Lodge OPEN HOUSE will be held
on November 15th from 6:00 PM till 8:00 PM. We
want people from the Boerne and Kendall County to
come by and see our facility and learn about Masonry.
Representatives will also be there to talk about Eastern
Star and Commandery organizations as well. Invite
those friends of yours whose character and integrity made you have the thought that they should be a
Mason.
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Gary L. Bausell
Secretary
November 2018
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Raised In November

November Birthdays
Brother

Brother

Date

Years Ago

Clarence M. Smith

11/3

William H. Sorenson

57

Jonathan B. Cluck

11/4

Oscar B. Mar n

54

Noah P. Gipson

11/4

Herbert A. Ri mann Jr.

48

Henry C. Kohl

11/4

Ralph H. Wiesepape

42

Herman H. Haas Jr.

11/5

Don E. Herald

35

William D. Hamme Jr.

11/7

James L. Baker

34

Jeﬀery R. Christoﬀ

11/9

Fred L. Waterman

25

Daniel E. Roane

11/9

Johan I. Kala

22

Ralph H. Wiesepape

11/9

Mark E. Morley

21

David K. Bruton

11/10

James A. Earl IV

20

John E. Davis

11/10

Jeﬀrey L. Hamilton

19

Herman H. Haas

11/10

Sco A. Davis

18

John D. Smith

11/14

John W. White

14

Jeﬀrey L. Hamilton

11/15

Lee J. Raspberry

12

Jackie D. Elliﬀ

11/17

James E. Berne Jr.

12

Robert B. McGill

11/17

Jon B. Tipton

12

Earl W. Davis

11/19

Kenneth L. Fitzpatrick Jr.

12

James R. Lloyd

11/20

Ronald G. Trine

10

Sco A. Hardin

11/23

James K. Hardin

8

Paul M. Holekamp

11/23

Terry S. Tro

8

Carl G. Praesel

11/25

Terry S. Tro

11/25

Donald F. Hoose

11/27

Donor

In Memory/Honor of

David L. D'Spain

11/28

Billy Lemmons Jr

Bro Billy Lemmons Sr

Charles C. Lianza Jr.

11/30

Bob Easterling

John Robert Easterling

Kyle Jackson

Mrs. Jayne Pritko

Abb Kestler Jr.

Bro. Knox Duncan

Building Preservation September
Donations

Christmas for Troops Collection/Packing
Brothers Bill Mayo, Doug Eubanks,
and Matt Hite at Walmart
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